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Press Release 3rd July 2019

Veridate is Exhibiting at RISE
(Stand No: B172 on Wednesday 10 July)
Hong Kong – Veridate, a technology company focused on End-to-End digital client onboarding, have
announced that they will be exhibiting at the RISE Conference on 10th July 2019.

Veridate will be showcasing their core, proprietary software to attendees and will demonstrate how their fully
integrated End-to-End digital client onboarding solution is driving down back office costs by 40%. Financial
services participants are now able to streamline their onboarding process and deliver trust to their clients.
“Client experience is one of the most important success factors of the onboarding process and they must see a
single process, no matter how many channels there are. To avoid losing clients during the process, the onboarding
strategy must offer cutting-edge personalised experiences that accompany the client during the onboarding
process across multiple channels.” – Inside Magazine Issue 16, Part 01 – From a Digital Perspective, Deloitte.
Veridate’s Chief Opportunities Officer and Co-founder, Peter Hatz, has expressed his enthusiasm of attending the
conference adding that, “Veridate’s solution is all about speed, less manual work, fewer errors, tighter compliance,
and the user experience. The opportunity to showcase Veridate’s capabilities during this exceptional event will
provide an ideal platform for potential customer engagement”.

About Veridate Financial
Veridate’s core proprietary software focuses on End-to-End digital client onboarding and recognises that cost and
customisation play an important role in delivering what our customers require. Our unique pricing structure aligns
the cost of client acquisition to the cost of consumption. Veridate delivers its customised solution to a variety of
financial services participants which may include wealth management firms, funds and governed platform
operators. Veridate understand that optimising the User Experience is key to helping customers deliver a seamless
and streamlined onboarding process. More information on Veridate can be found at
https://www.veridatefinancial.com/.
In addition to the above, Veridate deliver digital solutions for fund administration and consolidated reporting.

About RISE Conference
According to CNBC, RISE is “the largest technology gathering in Asia”. Now in its fifth year, the event brings
together the world’s leading founders, investors, multinationals and the world’s most promising startups to Hong
Kong from July 8th to 11th. They’ll be joined by journalists from major global media outlets and thousands of
attendees for three days of unparalleled networking potential. More information can be found at
https://riseconf.com/.
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